
16 September 2013, Telementor

Cat’s Eye

Telescope: Telementor (Zeiss C63/840 mm)
Eyepieces :

ATC40 - ATC K40, f=40mm, (21×, 2◦)
TMB16 - TMB Supermono, f=16mm, (53×, 35′)
TMB16+ATC1.5× - TMB Supermono 16 + ATC1.5×, f=10.7mm, (79×, 23′)
XF8.5 - Pentax XF8.5, f=8.5mm, (99×, 36′)
TMB7 - TMB Supermono, f=7mm, (120×, 15′)
TMB16+TV2.5× - TMB Supermono 16 + TeleVue2.5×, f=6.4mm, (131×, 14′)
XF8.5+TV2.5×+ATC1.5× - f=2.27mm, (370×, 9.6′)
HC-6+2.5×+1.5× - Kasai HC-6 + TV2.5× + ATC1.5×, f=1.6mm, (525×, 4.8′)

Time: 2013/08/16 19:40-21:30UT
Location: Ř́ıčany
Weather : Strong cirrus together with Moon made a milky sky. Excellent seeing.
Accessories : Baader 1.25” zenith prism.

Imagine strong cirrus clouds distributed
all over the sky. Thanks to the Moon, the
sky is looking as one bright milky haze. Add
lights from surrounding street lamps and the
glow from nearby 1,5 million people city. It
does not sound like a good night for observ-
ing objects from deep faraway universe. Es-
pecially when one is using just a small 63mm
refractor.

Still, I was surprised that I can en-
joy DSO observing even under such un-
favourable conditions. There is one class
of objects that is not affected too much by
light pollution – tight planetary nebulae. If
seeing is cooperating, as was the case this
particular September night, one can study

minute details in their brightness cores.

I started the night with Moon. I was
looking for domes in area around crater
Milichius. Dome Milichius π was that par-
ticular night just a small sharp hill not re-
sembling a dome at all.

A year ago I had noticed in this area an-
other much bigger dome-like structure. At
low light, the typical rounded shape was
very obvious. I could also see in my 80mm
refractor small dark rounded spot just at the
center of the hill and a dark line running
from the center all the way down to the foot-
steps of the hill. I had a feeling that I saw
central caldera and a remnants of lava river.
After seeing my sketch, a CloudyNight fol-
lower PJ Anway suggested very nice name
for this lunar feature – A Keyhole Dome.

This time in Telementor, the dome was
quite large distinct hill but I could not see
the central caldera, just a hints of dark line.

I enjoyed also for a while crater Clavius.
Its numerous large central craterlets were
producing beautiful 3D-effect at 131×.

Then I turned my telescopes towards the
stars. I made a quick estimate of bright-
ness of Nova Delphini 2013. It was near its
maximal brightness, I could even glimpse it
without telescope. The nova seemed just a



little bit harder to notice than nearby star of
4.8 magnitude. My estimate was V ∼ 4.9.

After that, I spent most of the remaining
time just by studying small but bright plan-
etary nebula NGC 6543 (8.1v, 23′′ × 17′′).
Magnification of 21× showed just bright
star. I could not see any colour, just pure
white. At 53×, the nebula became clearly
non stellar. The bright oval was slightly
elongated in north-south direction. The
nebula was still very bright at 120×. The
elongation at PA∼ 0◦ became more obvious.
First hints of ring structure started to show
up as rounded darkening in the central part
of the nebula.

The fun started when I stacked Pen-
tax XF8.5 eyepiece into two Barlow lenses:
TeleVue 2.5× PowerMate and ATC 1.5×
Barlow. This combination was providing
magnification of 370×. This is about six
times larger than the lens diameter in mil-
limetres (D), well above the recommended
2D-rule for maximum useful magnification
2D. Still, this high magnification was re-
vealing more details compared to 2D mag-
nification of 120×. I even pushed the mag-
nification up to 525×, for that I used Ka-
sai 6mm orthoscopic eyepiece stacked in the
same two Barlows. Some details were still
more easy to observe than at 370×, though I
did not see anything new compared to 370×.

These extreme magnifications revealed in-
teresting details in the nebula. I noticed

that the ring structure was little bit dia-
mond shaped, slightly elongated in north-
south direction. At the northern edge, there
was a short tip extended in the eastern di-
rection. The southern edge of the ring was
more diffuse and it was extended in the
western direction.

I finished the observation with check-
ing two Messier objects, globular cluster
NGC6981 (M72) (9.2v, 5.9′) and aster-
ism NGC6994 (M73). But these two ob-
jects were rather non-descriptive in these
bad weather conditions.
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